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Beloveds, it is Lady Nada with another of a series of regular missives of peace brought
to you by my emissary Astrea Aurora. I bring this day tidings of importance for
workers of the light in clearing ancient patterns of limitation ... with many
dispensations offered those who receive this missive.
As you breathe deeply beloveds, many beings of light who accompany you on your
journey of life surround you, wings outstretched, creating a forcefield of energy which
surrounds you in a pyramid of pulsing light. And as you continue to breathe deeply,
opening now your column of light, your central chakra column, opening through the
crown chakra through all the suns and moons to the Source realms .. breathe deeply
and connect with the energy of your God Presence .. commanding God Presence to
descend and to align with your column of light .. merging with the open heart ..
expanding in this love .. merging .. and bringing the stream of energy down through
the lower chakras .. below the feet and deeply, deeply into the core of the earth,
securely connected with Gaia and her heart of crystal. And breathing her energy up,
up .. to the heart .. merging the love of Gaia with the love of your God Presence ..
expanding, expanding in this energy as you breathe .. as those of your council of light
.. those ones who have role particularly with regard to you and your evolution as a
soul, and those of your mission council who have knowledge of your special role to
play in the divine plan .. come now, flooding into your sacred space to accompany you
on our journey this day.
Surrounded by your loved ones, those who have knowledge of you that is denied you
in your human form .. those ones who have accompanied you on so many occasions,
with knowledge of all of your divine gifts .. and with knowledge of that which currently
limits you from expanding into that which you truly are .. with knowledge of the
wounding and memories which hold you bound in stuckness and inability, in fear and
confusion .. so close to stepping proudly forward in your unlimitedness .. but held
bound still by those limiting perceptions of inability and of daring not to begin to walk
the path which will fulfill your wildest and deepest dreams.
As we travel together now in group merkebah to the realms of Shamballa, journeying
to a city of light within these realms where are found those memories of limitation and
of pain .. stored in this place that they may today be dissipated and released from
memory .. stored together by your council of light that they may be released this day.
And you may cocreate with the council of light by taking this moment to offer up and
to place with the other memories and limitations .. those issues in your life of inability,
doubt, fear, sadness and stuckness .. those patterns and programs which, try as you
will, you feel are fixed within your being .. as we enter within a temple of light,
walking down 7 steps into an inner chamber which widens into a space of great beauty
and light, with Source light streaming through an aperture within the pitched roof, and

within the pyramid of golden light streaming into the centre of the inner chamber is a
golden chest .. filled inside with records of your akasha .. of those times of ancient lore
when memories and experiences disempowered you and saddened and grieved you ..
all the akashic records of your soul are held in the golden chest .. all that limits you
from ancient times held here.
And now, surrounded by your mission council and your council of light, with so many
angelic beings accompanying you also .. you may sit quietly for some little time .. and
find within your being all of those limiting patterns of behaviour which sadden you and
hold you back from stepping into your full potential. And as you recognise and
acknowledge each pattern you hold, the angels who surround you place a pearl into
your open hands and you fling the pearl into the open chest which contains all that
limits you.
Divine Mother comes to you, holding you in her cocoon of soft love to assist you to
bravely seek to find your deepest wounds and memories, patterns and programs ..
with those of your council of light who have knowledge of the ancient memories also
assisting you to step beyond the former need to project onto and blame others for that
which is currently playing out in your life .. to bravely look to all that which is not of
perfection in your daily life and to ‘own’ your own part in that which plays out .. and as
you quickly now bring ownership of that which you hold which is not of love, that
which is of fear, or competition, or jealousy, of inability, of confusion, of shame, of
procrastination, of worthlessness, of blaming others, of disrespect and dishonour, lack
of compassion, anger, rejection, attachment, inability to move forward, lack of
courage, doubt of your ability, dishonesty, lack of integrity ... accept with open hands
from the angels a pearl for each pattern that you identify .. and increasingly there are
more and more pearls which are thrown into the golden chest .. for the fear to identify
that which limits and holds you back has been taken from you .. for that which
previously has caused fear to look deeply inside and to fully acknowledge the darkness
deep inside your being has been taken from you this day .. freeing you to go deeply
without fear, without hatred of self .. not necessary to beat yourself up beloveds .. this
is a day of joy, one in which you will free yourself of all that limits you. Quickly now,
pull more and more from your being .. all fear has gone .. hold nothing back, admit to
everything, there is nothing to lose .. admit to everything, finally .. with great relief to
experience this deep purging of your soul .. with many pearls now filling the golden
chest.
And when you feel complete, that there is no inner shameful darkness left hidden in
your being .. breathe deeply as many angelic ones come to reward your bravery,
placing feathers of love within each of your chakras .. for that which has been taken
from your chakras of memory and pattern is replaced by that which now streams into
your being .. that which has been waiting to flow within packets of light into your
being, into your light body .. for that which has been released is now able to find
replacement by that which you have been seeking .. necessary to first release that
which limits .. so that that which empowers may flood into your being .. those packets
of light containing soul gifts, inspiration, courage, guidance and love .. flood now into
the chakras of your light body .. filling you with golden light .. illuminating your being,
filling and spilling over with light and inspiration, divine gifts of former times now able
to be received .. and the memories will come with the return of the divine gifts .. those
moments of inspiration and brilliance will return with the gifts.

Beloveds, you see the importance of cleansing the soul of its akashic memories .. to
allow that which limits to depart .. and for that which empowers to be received. You
may wish to use this meditation many times to assist in the clearing and cleansing of
patterns of behaviour which limit. For the times are urgent .. there is the need
increasingly to release that which limits .. and opportunities there are many in these
times of planetary alignment which bring to the surface so many triggers of unrest,
distortion, bickering, and pointing the finger of blame at others .. when indeed if the
opportunity is taken to look at the karmic mirror shining so brightly that it cannot be
denied .. then such deep disempowering ancient patterns may be jettisoned forever
from your being. So, though the times are challenging, with many issues arising for
view and action .. great clearing of karmic wrongs is able to be achieved .. and such
great results able to be received .. clearing the way for your life purpose and mission
to be achieved .. enabling many dispensations of assistance, guidance and inspiration
to be pulsed to you and received and placed into action.
Breathing deeply, as the Divine Mother places an amethyst crystal heart within your
heart chakra .. in honour of that which you have so bravely endured in bringing
ancient patterns to light .. strengthening your resolve to continue upon this path of
releasing yourself of all that limits you, all that holds you back from your divinity .. all
that saddens and confuses .. the limiting patterns unfurling from your being and
enabling your true radiance to be known and to be enjoyed.
Returning now to your own sacred space, lighter of heart, shining radiantly with light
and with hope restored, heart wide open, radiating love for self, and honour for your
willingness to uncover your deepest memories and wounds. Able in the next missive
of peace to receive assistance in the creation of positive expectations .. and in creating

your own reality.

Go Beloveds, with peace. I Am Lady Nada.
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Her gift brought to earth for humanity is that of her ability to repattern the electro-magnetic field …

and her Creation Codes and Elixirs which restore and repattern the light body to Original Blueprint.
offers humanity:

That which she

Ω

Mystery School training courses as Seer, Rainbow Bridge Channel and Keeper of the Akashic Records.

Ω

Channeled readings of Life Purpose, Mission and Keepership – your purpose upon earth and your gift for humanity

Ω

Light Body Repair Kit ... sacred geometry codes for repatterning of the light body

Ω

Soul Signature, Galactic Presence and Highest Heart Dreaming Codes of sacred geometry

Ω
Ω

Creation Elixirs with channeled activations … for restoration and healing of the light body

Soul portraits
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